D. Draping the Point Setter
Drape before attaching the holder or endoscope to the Point Setter.
1. Drapes for the Point Setter
Drapes CANNOT BE REUSED
Drapes are disposable. Keep adequate stock.
To Order drapes see Mitaka USA below (Catalog
#4667) or your local Karl Storz distributor.

2. Open the bag

Open the bag from the side as indicated by
the arrow.
Be careful that good sterile technique is used at
all times.

3. Cover the Point Setter with the drape.

Secure the drape with adhesive tape, which is
attached to the drape. When securing the drape, do
not tighten it excessively.
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E. Attaching the Endoscope to the Point Setter
1. Installing an endoscope
After draping the Point Setter, attach the endoscope
holder to the Point Setter. Secure firmly so no
movement is present.
Now the endoscope may be attached to the endoscope
holder.
Use the appropriate endoscope holder for each
different type of endoscope.
NOTE: When installing the endoscope holder over the
draped Point Setter, be careful not to tear the drape.
NOTE: The surgeon may choose to connect the
endoscope before or during surgery.

2. Adjustment of manual ball joint

For optimal positioning, adjust the angle with the
manual ball joint adjust knob.

CAUTION!

3. Safety lock knob

During operation, the safety lock knob
must remain in the "LOCK" position
except when moving the arm.

NOTE: When the safety lock knob is
in the “Lock” position, it prevents
accidental release of the arm.
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4. Ready to use

Pushing the free switch (which is
colored gold) allows the arm to move
freely.
Letting go of free switch should lock
brakes after a very short time.

CAUTION!
The holding force of the Point Setter depends on the position of the device which you are
going to install. The farther away from connection the less weight you can hold (due to
leverage).
Make sure the device has enough holding force before operation.

The further an accessory is attached from the Point Setter, the smaller the weight that
can be safely held. Careful following of this knowledge is critical for safe use of Point
Setter.
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